Operating circuits in the sub-threshold region can save power, but at the cost of higher susceptibility to noise. This paper analyzes various gate-level error-mitigation designs appropriate for sub-threshold circuits. Previous works have proposed a modified version of the Schmitt trigger gate that uses logic implications to reinforce correct functional behavior. However, the increased error resilience requires increased area, delay, and power overhead. To address these shortcomings, we introduce two alternative and less costly approaches to reinforcing correct logic behavior via implications. In addition, to provide more flexibility in implication selection, we consider not just simple implications that reinforce relationships between two signals, but also more complex 3-signal implications within the circuit. Our simulation results demonstrate that these alternative gate structures can outperform the Schmitt trigger version as long as the noise on the reinforcement signals themselves is sufficiently low.
INTRODUCTION
Operating circuits in the sub-threshold region minimizes energy consumption, but also causes the circuit to be much more susceptible to noise. Past approaches for error mitigation in combinational circuits used techniques such as triple modular redundancy [4] or duplicating only a portion of the circuit [10] , but required significant area and power overhead. Other approaches, such as [17] , selectively target nodes that are most susceptible to noise and increase the transistor sizes of the gates driving these nodes in order to achieve higher noise immunity. While the approach of [17] is reported to achieve 90% coverage for soft errors, average overhead is 38%, 27%, and 4% respectively in area, power, and delay. Finally, approaches based on probabilistic Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. methods such as Markov Random Field gates [13] or Turtle Logic [9] have been proposed for mitigating the effects of noise. While there are many potential sources of noise, from current noise due to charge trapping in transistors to crosstalk voltage noise, in this paper we will focus on thermal noise as a fundamental, technology-independent noise source that has a clear statistical description. Thermal noise is expected have a significant impact in determining the fault rate in future low-power [11] and especially sub-threshold circuits, so new solutions that provide error mitigation at lower cost are needed.
Logic implications have been effectively used for online error detection [2] , [3] , [12] , as well as error correction [1] , [8] . As was shown in [8] , the correction can be implemented by translating the logic relationship described by an implication using a modified version of a Schmitt trigger gate [5] . While the modified Schmitt gate was shown to have some useful error correction properties, it can only mitigate errors caused by noise on the inputs of the gate. That is, if there is a noise spike on the output of the gate, the Schmitt gate cannot mitigate this error. In addition, the extra series transistors in the Schmitt gate can lead to increased switching delays.
The method proposed in [1] adds redundant source wires as inputs to gates to correct erroneous values on a target wire. While this approach has modest area overhead, the usage of implications between source and target wires to mitigate errors is constrained: the value on the source wire may be masked by other input signals on the gate, so even when the implication is active, the error on the target wire may not be corrected.
To extend implication-based error correction beyond prior work, in this paper we investigate two alternative gate structures to reinforce correct behavior in the presence of thermal noise. Our two new gate designs provide more flexible use of implications than either [1] or [8] by considering both single-node and 2-node implications. That is, the implication can consist of a single source signal (also called the control signal) or two sources. Our new gates also require less transistor overhead than the modified Schmitt gate [8] .
We compare these reinforcement gates in terms of area, power, delay, and noise immunity. Our simulation results show improved noise immunity with 2-node implications. In addition, we show that our gates can provide better error correction than the Schmitt gate when noise appears at the output of the gate. However, the Schmitt gate remains an attractive choice when the controlling signals for the implication are themselves susceptible to significant noise.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-tion 2 provides the background on logic implications and how they may be used for error mitigation in combinational circuits. In Section 3, we propose three versions of logic gates with reinforcement implemented to mitigate errors and analyze their advantages and disadvantages. In Section 4, we discuss the optimal selection of implications. Experimental results in terms of delay, power and noise resiliency are provided in Section 5, where we also discuss the impact on performance of sizing the control transistors. Concluding remarks and future directions are given in Section 6.
BACKGROUND
The proposed method is based on the existence of logic implications, or invariant relationships, between signal nodes in a circuit. In this paper, we propose two types of implications: 1-node-implications and 2-node-implications. 
1-node-implications
The 1-node-implication between nodes A and B is illustrated in Figure 1 
2-node-implications
The 2-node-implication uses a combination of two nodes as the controlling signals to reinforce the output of a gate. The 2-node-implication is similar to the multi-site implication proposed in [3] , but in our case is used for error correction. In Figure 1 , the implication between nodes A, C and D is an example of a 2-node-implication. In this case, we can express this implication is in the form of [1,1→0] instead. The 2-node-implication also has higher reliability than the 1-node-implication due to error-masking, since noise on either control signal alone is less likely to incorrectly alter the output of the gate.
LOGIC GATES WITH REINFORCEMENT
Logic gate reinforcement with implications uses a controlling signal to bias or force the value of the output. In this section, we propose three versions of reinforcement gates: Schmitt trigger, Direct Control (DC) and Complementary Direct Control (CDC).
Schmitt gate
The version of Schmitt gate considered in this work was originally presented in [8] . shown in Figure 2 (b), requires having two transistors in series which has a smaller delay. However, the area overhead for this gate does not scale well with the number of inputs. Another critical aspect of the Schmitt gate circuit is that the control branch is not directly tied to the gate's output. As a consequence, the Schmitt gate can attenuate the input noise but cannot prevent noise at the output from impacting the gate's logic behavior. Figure 2 (c) shows the architecture of the Schmitt gate implementing a 2-node-implication, which faces the same drawbacks as the 1-node versions.
Direct Control (DC) gate
To address the relatively high area overhead of the Schmitt gate and its inability to mask noise at the output, we investigated an alternative method for adding implication reinforcement to logic gates. The DC gate uses transistors to connect the output and the control branch directly. The additional transistors are controlled by the source signals of the implication. Figure 3(a) shows the DC implementation for a 2-input NOR gate with implication CN T L : 1 → Out : 0. In this case, we are forcing rather than biasing the value at the output based on the implication values. The DC gate has advantages in terms of size and speed; in particular, the transistor overhead is independent of the number of inputs. However, it is sensitive to the noise on the control signal (i.e., the implication source node) since this signal affects the output directly. Figure 3(b) shows the architecture of a Direct Control gate implementing a 2-node-implication.
Complementary Direct Control (CDC) gate
The DC gate in Section 3.2 uses the implication in either the pull-up or the pull-down network. Therefore, when the implication is actively correcting an error on one polarity (i.e., either VDD or ground), the network connected to the opposite polarity could introduce contention at the output node. To make sure that only one network can determine the value of the output, we propose a CDC gate that was previously used in [1] . Figure 4(a) shows the architecture of the CDC gate. When the implication is active, the control signal will reinforce one polarity while cutting off the connection to the other polarity. The drawback is that this implementation is even more sensitive to noise on the control signal, with the risk of reinforcing the wrong value at the output. Figure 4(b) shows the architecture of the CDC gate implementing a 2-node-implication. 
IMPLICATION SELECTION
Once a full list of implications in a circuit is determined (e.g., by using the implication discovery procedure proposed in [2] ), it is not necessary or feasible to use all of them to reinforce the circuit. Instead, we follow a set of rules to select an optimized set of implications. An implication consists of source (i.e., control) node and target node. The target node can be of 2 different types:
• An "essential node" such as a primary output.
• A node that is easily affected by noise, such as the output of an inverter (i.e., errors on the input cannot be masked)
Once the target node is decided, the next step is choosing its corresponding control node. This control node should be reliable, have a high probability of being active, and be at a distance of more than one gate from the target node. The steps to select the control node are as follows:
1. For all implications involving the target node, calculate the probability of the implication being active (i.e., the probability the control node is at the appropriate logic value) and pick the implications with the highest activation probability.
2. Among the high-activation implications chose the one with the most reliable control node. As a simple initial metric, in this paper we assume that nodes closer to the primary inputs have higher reliability. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Simulation set-up
The proposed circuits were simulated in SPICE using a 7nm FinFET Predictive Technology Model [15] . The supply voltage was set to VDD = 180mV , which is below the threshold voltage of ∼ 500mV for both PMOS and NMOS transistors. Thermal noise was modeled using current pulse time series generated using the method presented in [6] . We used this approach as it allows to generate accurate noise samples for sub-threshold circuits at a reasonable computational cost. The RMS noise voltages of minimum-size inverters and two-input gates in the 7nm technology operated at VDD = 180mV are ∼ 5.88mV and ∼ 5mV , respectively [6] . In order to emphasize the characteristic noise response of each of the circuits under analysis, we applied a 12× gain to all noise traces. This leads to highly exaggerated noise, but permits the evaluation of noise resilience and error mitigation within a reasonable computation time in SPICE. More realistic thermal noise transients with unamplified noise were presented in [6] and a custom simulator of rare errors due to unamplified noise in [7] , but standard SPICE simulation requires noise amplification. The amplified uncorrelated thermal noise sources were connected to the output node of each gate. All primary inputs were sent through buffers to apply the same noise to those signals as well.
Delays and power
The delays and power results were calculated for a 2-input NOR gate using three versions of logic gate with reinforce- Tables 1 and 2 summarize the performance of the three versions of gates in terms of delays and power. The Schmitt gate has larger delay and power dissipation than the other two gates for both the 1-node or the 2-node implications. There is no significant difference between the DC gate and CDC gate in terms of delay and power. In most cases, delays and power dissipation of the 2-node-implication method are both slightly higher than the 1-node-implication method.
Error-correcting behavior
The experimental results come from rd53, a circuit from MCNC benchmark suite [16] . To illustrate the performance of three versions of gates using different kinds of implications, we use implications to reinforce the node v5 2, which is the final output, when the output is low. The relevant portion of the rd53 circuit is shown in Figure 5 . Figures 6 and 7 show a period of a transient simulation for v5 2 using three versions of gates with the active implication [x3 r:1→v5 2:0]. The ideal output should stay at zero, but the output occasionally drifts to a high voltage because of noise. The error in Figure 6 is caused by the noise in the inputs of G4. If there is no implication reinforcement for v5 2, the maximum value of the error is around 148mV. All of the three versions of reinforcement gates mitigate the error. However, the DC gate has the worst error-mitigation performance when the error is caused by the input, with the nominally low output reaching a maximum value of 48mV. The Schmitt gate has a better error-mitigation performance because it can bias the input-output transfer function towards the correct output value. The CDC gate also has a better error-mitigation performance because it eliminates the contention between the two paths.
The error in Figure 7 is caused by the noise added at v5 2. If there is no implication reinforcement for v5 2, the maximum value of the error is around 158mV. The maximum value of the Schmitt gate, DC gate and CDC gates are 148mV, 66mV and 61mV respectively. Note that the control signal of the Schmitt gate does not directly create a path to the output of the gate, and since the noise is added directly at the output, the Schmitt gate is ineffective at attenuating the error. The other two versions still work to mitigate the error since both of them force the value at the output directly. By adjusting the size of control transistor, the 2-node-implication method can achieve the same errorcorrecting performance as the 1-node-implication method, which is demonstrated by Figure 8 . should not be active when the control node x3 r has a value of zero. However, the noise in the control node sometimes makes it jump to a high enough voltage such that the implication becomes erroneously active, forcing the value of v5 2 to an error. In Figure 9 , the output of the DC and CDC gates using the 1-node-implication can be less reliable than the output of a normal gate, whereas the error is mitigated by a Schmitt gate due to its biasing behavior. The CDC gate has more noise-immunity than the DC gate because the control signal is connected to two transistors, which will attenuate the noise due to larger gate capacitances. The DC gate using a 2-node-implication has an even higher immunity to the noise in the source node, which is due to large capacitances and logic masking effect. 
Transistor sizing for noise immunity
It is worth noting that increasing the size of a noisesusceptible node is a known technique for improving noise immunity [14] , [17] . In our error-correcting gates, the size of the control transistor is critical, since it affects the delay and error-mitigation performance, as well as immunity from noise on the implication control signals. The error-correcting behavior improves as the size of the control transistor increases. However, the output becomes more sensitive to noise on the control signal. That is, while the larger sized transistor can dampen noise due to larger gate capacitance, it will also switch on more easily when there are high levels of noise on the control signal. Sizes of transistors implementing 2-node-implications are larger than 1-node-implications in order to compensate for the series resistance across the 2 control transistors.
As in [17] , gate-upsizing can achieve error-mitigation at the cost of area, delay and power. We compared the gateupsizing method and our implication-based approach in terms of area, delay, power and error mitigation performance. We simulated a double-sized 2-input NOR gate and found the delay to be approximately 4.78ns and the average power dissipation to be around 1.60nW. Compared to the results in Tables 1 and 2 , there are no significant differences between a double-sized NOR gate and the DC and CDC gates. from Figure 5 . The red trace shows v5 2 when the transistor sizes of gate G4 are doubled, whereas the green trace shows v5 2 when gate G4 is replaced with a DC reinforcement gate implementing the implication [x3 r: 1 → v5 2:0]. Visually, the error-mitigation performance of the DC is better than a regular double-sized NOR gate. An explanation for this behavior is that while gate sizing helps filtering out the noise at the input of the gate by increasing the input capacitance, our reinforcement approach forces the output to the correct logic value. Also, our method is more cost-effective in terms of area for reinforcing a single node.
CONCLUSIONS
As circuit operating voltages move to increasingly lower levels, new techniques will be required to provide immunity from various sources of noise. In this work, we propose and analyze two types of logic implications and three version of reinforced logic gates. The 2-node-implication method gives more choices of implications and more tolerance to noise due to error-masking effect and large capacitances. However, this method causes larger delays and power consumption than the 1-node-implication method. The Direct Control (DC) and Complementary Direct Control (CDC) gates are more efficient than the previously proposed Schmitt gate in terms of area, power and delay. Also, the Schmitt gate can only mitigate the error caused by the inputs while the other two versions can also mitigate the error caused by the noise added at the output. However, the DC and CDC gates are more sensitive to the noise in the control signal than the Schmitt gate. Future work will focus on increasing the reliability of the control signal and implication selection. In addition, we will investigate whether our reinforcement technique is useful for mitigating the effects of other types of errors, such as timing errors due to aging effects. We plan to investigate a broader range of signal failures as we continue to analyze the benefits of our approach.
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